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A single switch on the Gilford Model 300-N Spectrophotometer gives you a choice of directly reading absorbance or concentration. In either mode the readout is in large neon digits. You read numbers—not needle position. The Model 300-N eliminates time consuming calculations—and external computers. A unique sample handling system makes it possible to process 100 or more samples per hour, and requires a sample volume of only 0.5 ml. To complement this high productivity the Gilford Model 4006 Data Lister is available to provide a permanent record of absorbance or concentration in up to four digits—and of patient, date or other identifying code in up to eight digits.

A linear absorbance range of 0 to 2 A and a wavelength range of 340 to 700 nm make the Model 300-N adaptable to a variety of uses. Write for your copy of Booklet CR98.
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BIRTCHER ANNOUNCES THE SIMPLEST-TO-USE
BLOOD-PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM

It's the new Birtcher 402/4/2 blood-pressure transducer with companion solid state excitation and bridge amplifier electronics. It simplifies blood pressure monitoring many different ways: No adapters or interface devices are needed; you can plug it in to your present recording and/or display equipment just as it comes. You can monitor and record simultaneously, too. Manometer calibration is eliminated; you calibrate just like standardizing an electrocardiograph. You read air-zero by simply turning a stopcock handle. You Heparinize the fluid column directly by injection, through a diaphragm in the transducer housing. The fluid column is minimized, because the transducer is in operation a few centimeters from the insertion site. A light-weight mounting plate that affixes to the patient makes this possible at any anatomical location. The signal cable disconnects quickly at the transducer; the patient can be moved with the catheter and transducer left in place, undisturbed. Catheter-transducer connection is Luer-Lok. A transparent transducer chamber allows immediate visual check for air bubbles. The stopcock and all fittings are standard, off-the-shelf parts; they disassemble completely and quickly for sterilization, and are easily replaced when necessary. Write for the BIRTCHER detailed data sheets and descriptives.

BIRTCHER CORPORATION
MEDICAL DIVISION
Dept. CR-968 • 4371 Valley Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 • (213) 222-9101

SPECIFICATIONS

Transducer
Volume: 0.2 cc
Diaphragm diameter: 6.5 mm
Undamped natural resonant frequency: > 5 KHz
Excitation: 11.4 ma (constant current)
Output: 15 mv dc ± 5% @ 300 mm/Hg at operating temp
Pressure range: —100 to +300 mm/Hg
Overpressure: 10x full range
Linearity & hysteresis:
± 1⁄2% full range output
Thermal stability:
± 2 mm/Hg/°C maximum
@ 15 mv output
Price: $375.00

Bridge Amplifier
Price: $200.00
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